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After more than a thousand GT risers shipped from November 2019 and with production and sales constantly increas-

ing all over the world despite the general crisis due to COVID-19, we can proudly confirm that GT risers have achieved 

their main goal, which was to change the rules of the game, according to the slogan we created: 

“GT Riser – Changing The Game” 

And the rules of the game for risers have really changed, almost completely freeing users from critical choices in the 

poundage of limbs and therefore limiting the expenses in the purchase of limbs of different power, thanks to 

the incredible  30% range of adjustment  of poundage! 

All this, being able to use without problems the Bare Bow  accessories of all the other GILLO risers, as well as the innova-

tive UFO V-Bar  with three possible positions on the vertical of the riser. 

 

Inserted into the innovative GT ecosystem are the incredible GTL-C88 limbs, specially designed to extract the last drop 

of power and speed from the GT risers. 

Gillo Gold Medal offers archers the opportunity to exploit ingenuity, innovation, experience and customization. 
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Today, after almost two years and 

thousands of GT risers produced, we 

are also able to present the horizon-

tal evolution of GT technology, with 

the GX 25, designed to meet the de-

mands of all those who for various 

reasons have found the GT 25 not 

suitable for their needs, primarily for 

the weight of the riser itself, 1350 g. 

After a long design work and through 

several extensively tested prototypes, 

the GX 25 riser is finally available, with 

the same possibility of adjusting 30% 

of the poundage of the GT 25, in 

1170 g only of weight     

at a  

very competitive price! 

Mainly designed for use as an Recurve 

and Barebow for children, teens, 

women, beginners and in any case 

for all those who need a light riser 

with wide power adjustment so as not to 

have to replace it during their archery 

growth, it is equipped as standard with the 

new grip G03-YG-M, already available as 

an accessory for all GILLO risers for over a 

year, “slimmer” than the usual GILLO grips 

of the G1 family, which in turn can still be 

used on the GX riser. 

Available exclusively with pocket Silver co-

lor and in the new bright sandblasted finish 

in 6 colors for the RH version and 3 colors 

for the LH version. 

Compatible with all existing accessories for 

GILLO risers, it develops the best of its 

possibilities with the use of the new in-

termediate Carbon limbs GILLO        

GTL-Q3, in turn already available in 66 "/ 

68" / 70 "and poundage range between 26 

and 38 pounds, in 4-pound steps. 
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The introduction of the new GT system not only allows you to undertake a more 

thoughtful archery path, thanks to the customizable management of the bow 

power at incredible levels, but also allows you to customize the aesthetics of your 

riser over time, without necessarily having to change the riser itself. 

The novelty of 2022 is precisely the variety of color of the pockets which gives the 

possibility, already in the initial choice, to have a SPECIAL, TAILOR MADE 

riser. 

Why limit yourself to choosing from the standard colors? Why not choose to be 

patriotic with your country's flag? Why have a riser like everyone else? 

The concept of the riser that changes with the archer  is what    

allows the GILLO GT riser to be   the only possible 
choice for an evolving archer. 
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The GX range, inspired by the GT range, 

arises from the need to allow those who have 

just approached our sport to avoid having to face 

constant changes in materials and therefore con-

stant expenses. 

The GX riser has a limited weight, 

incredible possibilities of 

range of poundage (it keeps + -15% , total 30%, 

like the GT riser), suitable for competitions of all 

levels and all with a modern and current aesthe-

tic. 

For those who start, for those who do 

not want or cannot lift excessive weights, 

for young people in the growth phase ... 

here is the riser created especially for them! 

In addition to an infinite customization 

between power, balance and aesthetics, 

there is also the possibility of                

transforming and adapting the 

pockets to the type of limb you want to use, 

so as not to have to change the riser. 

Testing different materials on 

the same riser is the best way 

to face and evaluate any 

changes you want or 

have to manage. 
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 Short risers designed 

for hunting, traditional 

shooting and use at mo-

derate draw lenghts 

 

 19 "ILF, 21" ILF, 21 "Formula 

and 23" Formula with align-

ment plates in Brass and 

possibility of shooting 

without grip with G05-

WSP wood side plates 

 

 23 ”ILF ideal for target 

shooting with mode-

rate draws, available in 

several matte colors 
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 Long risers designed for use at high 

draw lengths 

 

 G1 27 ", GT 27" ILF, GT 29 "ILF and GT 31" ILF 

with an asymmetrical structure with 

0.5 inches increased on the lower part, 

favor the use in string walking for 

Barebow 

 

 GT 29 "and GT 31" ILF allow the use of de-

dicated GILLO Bare Bow weights 

in multiple vertical positions 
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 3D printed clicker plates 

 Kit formed by the short and 

long version 

 Available in different colors 

Wood grip Root color 

MEDIUM 

Wood grip Wallnut 

color MEDIUM 

Wood grip multilayer 

MEDIUM 

Wood “Ball” grip 

by Frangilli 

3D printed “Ball” 

grip by Frangilli 

Wood grip Root color 

HIGH 

 New series of 3D printed grips suitable for all 

risers in the GILLO range 

 Thickness of the throat decreased by 2mm 

from the original GILLO G1 grip 

 3D printed in various colors 

 Available with 3 different profiles: LOW,  

MEDIUM, HIGH 

 The MEDIUM profile grip has maintained the 

optimal angle of the first G1 standard version 

 3D printed decorative caps 

 Available in various colors 

 3D printed grip in various colors 

 Available in the two versions RH and LH 

 Available in Medium and High version 

 Limb bolt with back locking Stainless Steel screw 

 Available in 5 different colors 

 Compatible with GILLO G1, G2, GQ, Ghost 

 

 

 Alignment plate 

 Aluminum 7075 

 11 g 

 

 

 Alignment plate 

 Brass 

 24 g 

Slim Wood grip multi-

layer MEDIUM 

Slim Wood grip multi-

layer LOW 

 Limb bolt for GT /GX risers 

 Available in 3 different color 

 Available in 

different alumi-

nium anodized 

colors 
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 Perfect match for GILLO GT risers 

 Can also be used on all ILF compatible risers 

 Making  70”, 68” e 66” length bow on 25” risers 

 Carbon-Foam 7 Layers laminated construction 

 Advanced curve for maximum speed and softness in 

clicker area 

 Smooth aiming draw area for Barebowstring walking 

use 

 Available in 4 pounds increments: 30#-34#-38#-42# 

 Perfect match for all GILLO Gold Medal risers 

 Making 70”, 68” e 66” length bow on 25” risers 

 Can also be used on all ILF compatible risers  

 Fiberglass + Carbon + Foam, 5 Layers construction 

 Increased curve for maximum speed and smooth-

ness 

 Available in 5 pounds increments:  24# - 28# - 32# - 

36# - 40# 

 Perfect match for all GILLO Gold Medal risers 

 Making 70”, 68” e 66” length bow on 25” risers 

 Can also be used on all ILF compatible risers 

 Fiberglass + Carbon + Foam, 5 layesr construction 

 Increased curve for maximum speed and smooth-

ness 

 Available in 4 pounds increments:  26# - 30# - 34# - 

38# 
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 Extra stiff High Module 40 Ton Carbon tube with 3K mesh, matte      

finishing, for Long Rods and Extenders 

 Extra stiff High Module 40 Ton and 30 Ton mixed Carbon tube with 3K-

mesh, matte finishing, for Short Rods 

 Designed for Recurve and Compound use as well 

 15mm external diameter for minimum drift in side winds 

 3.5mm tube wall by cross Carbon nets, for extreme stiffness 

 4.2mm flexion @30”/1kg on tip, +-5% 

 Black color anodized Aluminum terminations caps, 19 mm diameter 

 Black oxidized Steel termination screws, 1/4-20 UNC and 5/16-24 UNF 

 Long rods available: 26” - 28” - 30” - 32” 

 Short rods available: 10” - 12” - 15” 

 Extenders available: 5” - 6”  

 Hi –Tech high modulus carbon tubes 

 13 mm external diameter, 3K matte surface 

 3.6 mm tube wall by cross Carbon nets, for top stiffness 

 5.0 mm flexion @30”/1kg on tip +-5% 

 Black color anodized Aluminum terminations caps, 19mm diameter 

 Black oxidized Steel termination screws, 1/4-20 UNC and 5/16-24 UNF 

 Long rods available: 26” - 28” - 30” - 32” 

 Short rods available: 10” - 12” - 15” 

 Extender available: 6”  

 Extra stiff High Tech 30 Ton 3K Carbon tube with Gold color filaments 

inside the Carbon mesh 

 17 mm external diameter, matte surface 

 2 mm tube wall by cross carbon nets, for extreme stiffness 

 5.5 mm flexion @30”/1kg on tip, +- 5% 

 Gold color anodized Aluminum terminations caps, 19mm diameter 

 Black oxidized Steel termination screws, 1/4-20 UNC and 5/16-24 UNF 

 Long rods available: 26” - 28” - 30” - 32” 

 Short rods available: 10” - 12” - 15” 

 Extenders available: 5” - 6” 

 Super stiff High Tech 3K Carbon tube 

 17 mm external diameter, matte surface 

 1.0 mm tube wall by cross carbon nets, for high stiffness 

 8.5 mm flexion @30”/1kg on tip +-10% 

 Gold color anodized Aluminum terminations caps, 19mm diameter 

 Black oxidized steel termination screws, 1/4-20 UNC and 5/16-24 UNF 

 Long rods available: 28” - 30” 

 Short rods available: 10” - 12”  
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 Designed to fit the lower round seats  in the GILLO GT, GX, GQ 

and G2 risers 

 Allows  4 pre-set different V-Bar angles on the horizontal plane: 

90 ° / 80 ° / 70 ° / 60 °, and infinite angles on the vertical plane 

 Up to 2 UFO systems can be used at the same time on the GT, 

GX, GQ and G2 risers 

 Specifically designed  for the GILLO GS6, GS7, GS8 and GS9 sta-

bil izers, it can also be used with any other stabilization on the 

market that does not exceed 20 mm in diameter at the base 

 Total weight 140 g  

 V-Bar Extenders 

 Aluminium anodized 

 Available in Gold and Black anodized colors 

 Available in lenghts: 3”, 4”, 5” 

 2” Extender 

 Full 7075 Aluminum 

 Titanium Gold color plated 

 Flat weight with 1/4-20 UNC x 1/2” Stainless Steel grub screw 

 27g  weight - grub screw included 

 24Kt real Gold plated 

 Kit with 4 weights for GS6, GS7, GS8 and GS9 GILLO stabilizers, also mat-

ches any other stabilizer in the market 

 4 x 27g + 3 Plastic caps 

 Plastic 3D printed weights caps in different colors 

 Universal Adapter for stabilizer weights 

 Female 1/4”-20 to Female 5/16”-24 adapter 

 1 x 1/4”-20  and 2 x 5/16”-24 set Steel screws included 

 Adds 35g and 1,5” in lenght to stabilizer 

 Disk weight for stabilizers 

 4 different colors: Titanium Gold, 

Black, Purple, Blue 

 50 g mass weight 

 Adjustable damper for stabilizer 

 Aluminum anodized main body and parts 

 Tuning stiffness by dedicated special wrench, compressing inner 

rubber parts (Patent Pending)  

 Available for all stabilizers terminations  and stabilizer weights 

 55g weight only 

 46 x 32 mm  
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 2 x 45° flat 1 piece V-Bar 

 Aluminum anodized. Gold or Black 

color 

 Specifically designed for GILLO GS7, 

GS6, GS8 and GS9 stabilizers, also mat-

ches any other stabilizer in the market 

 Available without (GVB-V12) or with 

(GVB-K01)Long Rod Bolt GVB-B11  

 3 Axis V-Bar system 

 Aluminum anodized 

assembled by M8 stain-

less steel screws and 

elastic washers 

 Left hand threaded 

screws on XS side grant 

full stability of the left 

joints 

 3 Axis Side Joint system for 

compound use 

 7075 Aluminum anodized 

assembled by M8 stainless 

steel screws and elastic wa-

shers 

 Gold or Black color 

 Specifically designed for GS6, 

GS8 and GS9 stabilizers, also 

matches any other short rod 

in the market 

 4 different center positions fit 

any compound bow in the 

market 

 Available also as kit with Long 

Rod Bolt GVB-B11  

 3 different center positions allow center or 

offset mount 

 Available without (GVB-V22) or with (GVB-K02) 

Long Rod Bolt GVB-B11 
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Aluminium symmetrical 

weight 

DRAGON weight sculpted by the 

Italian artist Salvatore Gagliano 

DRAGON shell sculpted by the 

Italian artist Salvatore Gagliano 

Aluminum          

3 parts weight 

3 parts weight: Aluminium central 

part and Stainless Steel sides 

Aluminium          

3 parts weight 

3 parts weight: Steel cen-

tral part and Aluminium 

sides 

3 parts weight: Aluminium 

central part and Stainless 

Steel sides 

Stainless Steel     

3 parts weight 

WOLF shell sculpted by the Italian 

artist Salvatore Gagliano 

EAGLE weight sculpted by the 

Italian artist Salvatore  Gagliano 

G01-BW-01-AL        270g 

G01-BW-02-AAA    400g 

G01-BW-02-ASA     590g 

G01-BW-02-AAS     710g 

G01   WF-A centr    840g 

G01   A-BLSS-A       870g 

G01   DG-S centr    970g 

G01-BW-02-SSS     1220g 

G01   S-BLSS-S       1500g 

G04-BW-04-AAA    350g 

G04  A-BLAL-A       450g 

G04-BW-04-ASA     540g 

G04-BW-04-SAS      800g 

G04-BW-04-SSS       990g 

 

 

G04-BW-03-AL     220g 

G04-BW-03-SS      630g 

Here are the best known combinations (certainly not all) of weights 

created by the composition of one or more GILLO Gold Medal elements: 

COBRA weight sculpted by 

the Italian artist Salvatore  

Gagliano 

Available in Aluminium and 

Brass version 

G01-BW-02-BL-AL   195g 

G01-BW-02-BL-SS    565g 
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GILLO Gold Medal presents a whole range of weights  

imagined, designed and manufactured to give to 

the archer who uses GILLO risers the possibility to customize the weight distribution 

on their bow. 

Starting from the recurve bow, with the addition of one or more combina-

tions of disc weights (DK6 and / or DK2) and up to the bare bow, in which the 

customization of the lower weight distribution of the riser is essential for  

the performance increase itself. 

SSTEEL 
6 x 25g 

SSTEEL 
6 x 25g 

SSTEEL 
2 x 45g 

ALUMINUM 
6 x 10g TUNGSTEN 

2 x 55g 
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 Three tubes quiver 

 Seven different country 

flags on Velcro included  

 4 accessories com-

partments 

 Bow square rubber slot 

 Belt included  

 Recurve bow back pack 

 Can hold up to 2 full 

29”bows and accessories  

 Several compartments for 

all accessories 

 Arrow tube included 

 Rain cover included 

Aluminium water bottle 

Foldable umbrella 

Back pack with 4 pockets 

GILLO Gold Medal caps 

 Three compartments for 

arrows 

 4 accessory pockets 

 Adjustable belt included 

 Release/ Tab pouch inclu-

ded 

 Available in the RH version 

in 4 colors (Blue, Red, milita-

ry Green and Yellow) 

 Available in the LH version 

in 2 colors (Blue and Yellow) 

 USB pendrive 

 Capacity 8 GB 

 Containing the GILLO 

2022 catalog 
 Elastics for heating 

 4 different forces 
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 Binocular 10x42 
 585g weight 
 Waterproof, Fog proof 

 Monocular 8x42 
 240g weight + small tripod 
 Mobile phone clip included 
 
 

 Monocoular 8x25 
 180g weight 
 Rubber protection 
 
 

1 2 3 4 

Lithium grease for 
lubrication 

Un-Fletch solvent to 
remove CA glues 

Ultra Fletch CA glue  

Faster- Fletch Acce-
lerator  

 Spotting scope 12-36 x 60 

 Super compact size 

 Weight 520g  

 Rain proof, with rubber protection 

 Small tripod included 
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Is a Registered Brand of 

MICAF  Srl  
Via F. Filzi 45 -21013 GALLARATE VA - ITALY 

Tel. +39- 0331–1527056 

e-mail: info@gilloarchery.it 

www.gilloarchery.it 

Your Dealer: 

All News: 

facebook.com/gillogoldmedal 
 

 

 

Register to GILLO Gold Medal Users Group 

to get support from the Community 

Features of the products herein may vary without notice 

Graphic Design by CFD - Carla Frangilli 15-02-2022 

http://www.gillogoldmedal.it

